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With a profound and unparalleled sense of patriotism in the air, India celebrated her 72nd year of 
Independence this month.  DPS was drenched in the fervour of the tricolour in creating a historic 
moment to pay its tribute to our motherland, India. True to the spirit of honouring the heroes of the 
Independence struggle, DIPSITES too, outperformed themselves this month to bring prodigious laurels 
to the school. Let us bask in the warm glory of freedom as we embark on yet another journey led by the 
new generation of empowered youth through the success stories of DPS for the month of August.  
 
 

Learning Through Experience – Special Assemblies 
 
 

Grade VII Science Exploration 
 

‘If you can’t explain it simply, you don’t understand it well enough.’  
- Albert Einstein  

 
In commemoration of the 99th birth anniversary of Padma Vibhushan Vikram Ambalai Sarabhai, the 
Father of India’s Space Program, on 12 August, a special assembly was conceived and organized by the 
VII grade. The presentation entitled “Science Exploration” was staged on 2nd August, 2018. The entire 
demonstration was a tribute to the ardent efforts of the scientists of India who contributed to the 
development of one nation. The students’ enactment portrayed glimpses of situations that paved the 
way to discovery of the phenomenon of scattering light by C.V. Raman, universally known as Raman’s 
Effect; the establishment of ISRO by scientist Vikram Sarabhai; Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam’s secret mission to 
carry out nuclear test in Pokran and also his developments of missiles and rockets. The contribution of 
the distinguished women scientists were also acknowledged. The audience was enlightened about the 
inventions that happened fortuitously, like the invention of penicillin , plastic, artificial sweetener , x-ray, 
petroleum jelly and the like, to name a few. The assembly culminated into a dance performance that 
depicted that science exploration is the only true liberator from the darkness of ignorance. The 
impeccable and meticulous effort put forth after a week’s practice, invited overwhelming appreciation 
from the Principal, Mrs. Geetha Viswanathan and the Headmistress Mrs. Pallavi Dasani who were the 
guests to the show. In a motivational speech the Principal suggested that one should never allow the 
flame of quest to extinguish, and also expressed hope that DPS would get to see many future scientists 
among the students who had assembled there. The teachers were congratulated for their guidance and 
cooperation. To reinforce the concept, the students were taken on a field trip on 3rd August, 2018 to the 
National Remote Sensing Centre in Hyderabad, which functions under the supervision of ISRO.  
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The entire affair was well planned and executed and it has successfully ignited a deep seated interest 
among the young minds to explore more about scientific developments in India. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INDEPENDENCE DAY ASSEMBLY 

‘Emancipation from the bondage of the soil is no freedom for the tree.’ 
- Rabindranath Tagore 

 
The sun dawned bright on India’s 72nd Independence Day, and the students and teachers of Delhi Public 
School, Hyderabad ushered it in with great pomp and gaiety through a special assembly. 
The assembly commenced with a prayer to invoke the Almighty, followed by an introduction to the 
Independence Day celebrations. Thereafter, the Chief Guest, Dr. A.V. Krishna, hoisted the National Flag. 
In the background played the National Anthem, making the audience swell with pride. The Principal, Ms. 
Geetha Vishwanathan, then formally welcomed the Chief Guest. The recitation of a shloka marked the 
commencement of the celebrations. 
 
The students of class VIII, who were at the helm of the I-Day celebrations this year, first performed a 
classical dance which contemplated a contemporary nation. Next, the student news reporters touched 
upon all the significant events that took place in India through the decades. This focused on the 
achievements of Indians over the past seven decades, allowing us pause and take a peek into the glory 
of India’s past and its pioneering future. 
 
The tiny tots of the Pre-Primary sections then drew loud cheers for their performance which appealed 
to all to save the environment, thereby emphasizing that no development can be achieved without 
thinking about our responsibilities towards environment. Their enthusiasm and joie de vivre was indeed 
infectious! 
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A poem enactment – Tiranga was a performance that highlighted the various connotations that freedom 
has and what it means to each Indian through the voice of the national flag. The scintillating performance 
drew a huge round of applause from the audience. Following this was a talk show - Global Indians - 
wherein students took on the roles of various Indians who have succeeded in putting India firmly on the 
world map, and are an inspiration to the present generation that there no dream in too small to ignore 
or too big to intimidate. A mellifluous patriotic song which reverberated through those gathered, 
underscored the splendid saga of our great nation, was followed by what was the pinnacle of the 
programme - a dance portraying the magnificence of an emerging India. 
 
The Thought for the Day concluded the show, after which the Chief Guest took to the stage to address 
the audience. As part of his succinct speech, Dr. Krishna emphasized that when it comes to any aspect 
of life, it is better to have tried and failed than to have not attempted at all. After all, all those who dare 
to fail can learn from their lessons and can ever achieve greatness.  
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Grade V to X ‘Art is the journey of a free soul’ —Aley Oguz 

Outdoor painting is space where mind gets a dynamic chance to express thoughts. Students of DPS, 
Hyderabad let their creative juices flow in canvas painting through an outdoor canvas painting activity. 
It was an event where students got a chance to escape from the mundane drill and into the open to 
express themselves through art. Outdoor canvas painting event was planned to celebrate the 
Independence Day. The topic chosen was “Freedom”. The event took place on 10th August 2018. Classes 
V to X tried to express the given topic with their versatile thoughts. Symbolic work as well as conceptual 
painting also played major roles. Some of the paintings were talking about freedom of mind, whereas 
others were trying to overcome from social rigidity.  

Students used acrylic colours on canvas. It was an exciting and memorable moment for them. All the 
paintings were displayed in the school premises on the Independence Day.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Grade Prep.  Independence Day Assembly 
 
Love for ones Motherland is one of the first lessons we learn in our lives. The students of Prep C &D 
presented a special assembly on Independence Day on 14th August, 2018 with utmost patriotic fervour 
and zeal. The children were all dressed up in white kurta-pyjama. 
The event commenced with a prayer, followed by news, poems, skit, patriotic songs, dance. The 
speakers spoke about the significance of Independence Day. The skit depicted about the struggle of 
freedom fighters. The students who dressed up as Mahatma Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, Bhaghat Singh 
and Jhansi ki Rani, reminded us about the contribution they made towards our country. The little 
Dipsites highlighted the sacrifices made by our freedom fighters and made us take pledge that we would 
serve our motherland and bring it glory and laurels with our good deeds. 
 
The highlight was the foot tapping dance performance by the students. The energetic performances of 
the students left the audience spellbound. The celebration filled the air with patriotism and was a 
tribute to all the freedom fighters and martyrs. The parents expressed their joy and shared their views 
on the programme.  
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Grade VI Alight Enlightened - A Tourism Assembly 
 
As a part of the Tourism Week, students of Grade VI presented a splendid assembly named “Alight 
Enlightened” on 31st August, 2018. Around 280 students presented this cultural extravaganza.   
 
The assembly began with the chanting of the Gayatri Mantra to invoke the blessings of the almighty.  It 
was followed by News from across the globe. The school choir, then, enthralled the audience with an 
energetic rendition of the song – ‘Welcome to India’.  The audience were taken on an enlightening 
journey full of surprises and wonders as the program advanced.  With lyrical narration, the audience 
heard the experiences of various travellers the narrators meet on a railway station essentially talking 
about the various kinds of tourism.  The students presented unusual facts from unknown locations 
across India which make India a ‘Tourist Magnet’. This item was presented in a unique fashion where 
students represented 8 directions – 4 main directions and 4 cardinal directions.  It earned a special 
mention from the Principal, Mrs. Geetha Vishwanathan, who appreciated the interesting manner in 
which it was presented. 
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A Hindi Nukkad Natak followed which stressed the importance of “Atithi Devo Bhava” that echoes the 
foundation on which our culture is based that teaches us to treat guests akin to Gods – with respect, 
honesty and sincerity.  Students representing various states depicted how they treat a foreign national 
who is visiting India.  It involved song and dance and kept the audience thoroughly involved. 
Never was it known that our Telangana boasted of such splendor until the students presented an item 
on Telangana Tourism in Telugu.  Students used beautiful props to show the various places of interest 
across the state and also mentioned the travel time and the distance from Hyderabad.  Some of the 
places are Medak Church, Warangal Fort, Kuntala waterfalls near Adilabad, Kakatiya Kalatorannam, 1000 
Pillar Temple, and Alisagar Project. It is sure to inspire many among the audience to visit these lesser 
known but beautiful places.   
 
Then five little mice who had over eaten and a hungry cat humorously demonstrated how the different 
cultures and traditions of our country together lend India a unique flavour.  It added a much welcomed 
touch of laughter to the show and at the same time delivered the main message of the assembly – To 
get to know India and to truly appreciate its splendor one must visit different places and understand the 
diverse culture of our country.  It will help us grow as a person and also teach acceptance and tolerance 
towards others. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To cement this fact, a scintillating Ramp Walk and Dance was presented by the students showcasing the 
costumes from across the country and the globe.  The students clapped throughout the show and 
cheered their friends who walked the ramp like they owned it.  Some students entertained the audience 
with their cartwheels during the ramp walk which earned them loud cheers! The grand finale had 
thumping dance performances by the students, an amalgamation of different music and dance forms. 
 
The assembly was a great success and nothing short of a mini cultural show which was loved by all.  The 
children enjoyed it immensely and Principal Ma’am also spoke of how she enjoyed each and every item.  
She shared her own experience of having travelled with in the country and abroad and how she would 
rate India far higher than any other country.  She encouraged children to explore India and appreciate 
its beauty and heritage.  By the end of the assembly, everyone was convinced that - rich is the man who 
has experiences to share and not things to show! 
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New Initiatives 

 
“Students’ Voice Box” 
Freedom of Expression is the cornerstone of democracy. The first principle of a free society is an 
untrammelled flow of words in an open forum. Liberty to express opinions and ideas without hindrance, 
and especially without fear of punishment plays a significant role in the development of the particular 
society and ultimately for the nation.   
 
Believing in this ideology to truly empower the students at a young age, DPS, Hyderabad has initiated a 
special ‘Voice Box’ for the senior students to express themselves freely and share their suggestions, 
ideas, grievances and experiences. Their voices would be posted in them as and when the students want. 
They would, then, be analysed, periodically, by the council members of the staff to validate them for 
authenticity, functionality and viability. An action pertaining to the best idea or suggestion is taken 
benefitting the students.   
 
 
Kerala Relief Fund 

Hundreds have been killed and lakhs are in relief camps across the state after floods hit Kerala. While 
different government and civil organisations are working together to provide aid to those in need, DPS, 
Hyderabad organised a voluntary donation drive to help the ones in need. Students and teachers were 
requested to donate voluntarily and an amount Rs. 5 Lakhs was collected.  
 
 

Success  Saga 
 

TCS IT WIS – A Technological Triumph 
- Reported by Joydip K Bhattacharyya 

 

The 20th edition of the TCS IT Wiz, 2018, kick-started with its Hyderabad leg on the 1st of August, at 
Bharatiya Vidya Bhavans, Basheerbagh. As reported by one of the winning contestants, Joy 
Bhattacharyya of Grade XII, the entire show was a big success, with students from classes 8 to 12 getting 
an opportunity to enhance their knowledge about IT and its application. Eminent quizmaster Lloyd 
Saldanha who had quizzed in over 900 quizzes in 100 destination across India, Canada and the Middle 
East anchored this prestigious event and he definitely did not fail to impress. 

Mr. Saldanha began the quiz with the preliminary written round, which were answered 498 pairs of 
students from schools all over Hyderabad, Kurnool, and Guntur.  It was an engrossing affair with a 
variety of questions being hurled at the participants.  It seemed to be a race against humans rather than 
a race against time for all students during those 30 minutes of preliminary quizzing. 

Following a short interlude, the final six were declared. DPS Hyderabad, Manthan International school, 
Oakridge International School, MDAV Public School, St. Paul’s High School and Chirec International 
School made it to the dais to battle it out for the title in the Hyderabad finals. And with the amount of 
talent each of the six teams possessed, it seemed as though it was going to be a neck-to-neck battle. 
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For the first two rounds, the finals seemed to be a quiet affair, with only DPS Hyderabad and Oakridge 
International School opening their account, the former amassing a huge lead. But with the introduction 
of the buzzer and negative marking, things started to heat up just a little bit. And at the end of the five 
stipulated rounds, DPS Hyderabad, MDAV Public School, and Oakridge International School, were tied 
at 50 points each, with the others far behind. 

There was a tie-breaker round of three questions, and the confidence with which MDAV Public School 
answered the first one; it seemed they would walk away with the trophy. But DPS Hyderabad bounced 
back with great fervor and zeal, answering the next two questions with astounding ease to win the title, 
a gift voucher of Rs. 60,000 and many other prizes. It was a moment of great celebration for our school, 
as Vatsal Garg and Joydip K Bhattacharyya, emerged victorious in India’s largest IT based quiz. 
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BRAIN BAZOOKA  

INTER DPS QUIZ COMPETITION 

‘The best part of a competition is that through it we 

discover what we are capable of and how much more 

we can actually do than we ever believed possible.’ 

The Inter - DPS Zone VII Quiz Competition was 
conducted by Delhi Public School, Vijayawada on August 
18, 2018. Two teams for junior and senior categories 
were meticulously screened and selected through a 
prelim round at school. The junior team comprised of 
Sharman Madlekar (6E), Siddarth Maira (6H) and 
G.Pushkar (7G). The senior team on the other hand had 
included Aniruddh Muley (9E) and Abhigyan Mohanty 
(9B) and Tavashya (12A). Six teams, across south zone, 
participated for the finals.  
 
Beating the initial hurdles of performing on a foreign 
grounds and the junior team won the contest by a close 
50 points with a total of 250, while the senior team 
fought off some initial competition from the Bengaluru-
North branch to win it by a hefty 350 points, and 
attained a record 600 points. 
 
The contestants were coached thoroughly by Mrs. Rama 
Sen and Mr. Phani Kumar and had a well-thought out 
strategy to work as a team. By the end of the 5th round 
hard-work, perseverance and presence of mind paid off 
and both the junior and the senior team secured the first 
position and were selected to represent the south zone 
at the National Level. 
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Inter-House Competitions 

 
Grade Nursery  Vegetable Printing 

An Ode to Fruits & Vegetables 
 

Fresh, ripe, crunchy, and tasty, no doubt. 
Sundried or seedless, with peels or without. 

Seasonal. Pitted. To go in salad or pie, 
The best types of flavours, I promise no lie! 

 
Cucumber, capsicum, cauliflower or carrot perhaps, 
Bottle gourd, baby corn, and sweet green pea snaps, 

Strawberries, mulberries, any 'erry will do – 
(especially with some melted chocolate to dip into) 

 
And the star of the show with a question to boot, 

Is the tomato a veg or a fruit? 
It has a peel and even seeds, 

But lets be real, it lives the life of a veggie indeed. 
 

Now that we’ve got that bit out of the way, 
F&V keeps you healthy, so eat plenty a day. 

One more thing to remember  - potatoes chips don’t count… 
Their nutritional value just doesn’t amount… 

 
So eat all your greens, reds, yellows, and such – 

Once you get started, you’ll love it so much. 
Not only love, you'll feel healthier too, 

Do whatever it takes to get some inside you! 
 

Vegetables aren't just for eating! They help to build child’s artistic abilities, express emotion, explore 

colours, process and outcomes and can be creatively used 

to introduce printing to the children using various 

patterns. With this objective, an Inter house “Vegetable 

Printing Contest” was organized on 3rd August 2018 for 

Nursery children. Children from all the sections of Nursery 

actively participated in the contest. They were given an 

outline picture of a peacock for the contest. A day prior to 

the contest, a practice session was conducted for the 

children. The children completed the activity with full vigour and excitement.  
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Results 

NURSERY A    

SL. NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 
1 P.SREE KALYANI SAPPHIRE I 
2 MANI LASYA GV EMERALD II 
3 V.KRITIKA N.REDDY SAPPHIRE III 

4 SHAURYA KOHLI EMERALD CONSOLATION 

 

NURSERY B              

 

 

NURSERY C     

SL.  NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 DASARI SATVIK RUBY I 

2 ANUSHKA MISHRA EMERALD II 

3 SHRAVIKA VEGI SAPPHIRE III 

4 SAANVIKA GRANDHI TOPAZ CONSOLATION 

 

NURSERY D     

 

 

NURSERY E     

SL. NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 VEDANT RAHUL RATHOD RUBY I 

2 KIARA SHROFF TOPAZ II 

3 RACHITA BADE EMERALD III 

4 NEELAKSHI TRIPATHY RUBY CONSOLATION 

 

SL.  NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 N.CHANDRADITYA VARMA SAPPHIRE I 

2 AKUL PRAKASH SAPPHIRE II 

3 A SANVIKA REDDY RUBY III 

4 KRITHIK SHIVAN RUBY CONSOLATION 

SL. NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 MEDHA TRIPATHI EMERALD I 

2 UNMUKT PATHAK RUBY II 

3 LAVITHRAM INNAMURI RUBY III 

4 AMAIRA MEHTA RUBY CONSOLATION 
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NURSERY F     

SL. NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 SAHARSH REDDY EMERALD I 

2 ZAHNATUL MALAK SHAIK SAPPHIRE II 

3 LASYA REDDY SAPPHIRE III 

4 RIANA BAJAJ SAPPHIRE CONSOLATION 

 

Grade Prep.  Mask-O-Mania 

‘Art Is The Last Form Of Magic That Exists.’ 

An Inter house “Mask-O-Mania” competition was organized on 
3rd August 2018 for the children of class Prep. Mask making is 
one of the most enjoyable craft that children can be engaged in. 
This activity was organized to explore and encourage the 
creativity in children and offer them a platform to show their 
skill in mask making. Children from all the sections of Prep 
actively participated in the contest. They were given the 
materials for making the mask of lion for the contest. The 
enthusiasm was contagious and left the judges with a warm 

feeling of joy witnessing the true sportsmanship spirit throughout the competition. 

A big shout out for the winners: 

PREP A 

 

 

PREP B      

SL.  NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 AVINASH GUDIPATI RUBY I 

2 SAANVI LALCHANDANI TOPAZ II 

3 AADHYA RAM TOPAZ III 

4 D.MOUKTHIKA SAPPHIRE CONSOLATION 

 

SL.  NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 VANSHIKA CHAPARALA  TOPAZ I 

2 JUI DHAVAL GANDHI SAPPHIRE II 

3 ABHIRUP GHOSH SAPPHIRE III 

4 AKSHAINI TOPAZ CONSOLATION 
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PREP C           

SL.  NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 AAKRIT BISI RUBY I 

2 GANTA SHRADHA  SAPPHIRE II 

3 AADVIKA SARANGI TOPAZ III 

4 SARAYU CHERUKU EMERALD CONSOLATION 

 

PREP D          

 

 

 

PREP E      

SL.  NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 VARNIKA SETH TOPAZ I 

2 AIDEN MATHEW GIJO RUBY II 

3 S.AIKYA RUBY III 

4 HAANA MOHAN SAPPHIRE CONSOLATION 

 

PREP F      

 

 

 

SL.  NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 ANISH JAIN EMERALD I 

2 VENYA PAWAR EMERALD II 

3 EESHAN PANDEY RUBY III 

4 SAMVED BOCHKAR SAPPHIRE CONSOLATION 

SL.  NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 ARJUN SHARMA SAPPHIRE I 

2 HRITHIKA AMBATI EMERALD II 

3 AARNA BARTARIA TOPAZ III 

4 B TRAILOKYA REDDY EMERALD CONSOLATION 
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PREP G      

SL. NAME OF THE CHILD HOUSE POSITION 

1 HESHVITA.N RUBY I 

2 PARNITHA YERRA TOPAZ II 

3 CHERITH V SAPPHIRE III 

4 SAUMYA PANDEY EMERALD CONSOLATION 

 

 

Grade I  Poem Recitation 

‘Words mean more than what is set on paper. It takes a human voice to infuse them with shades of 
deeper meaning.’     - Maya Angelou 
 

Poetry and rhymes help develop self-expressions. 
When reciting poetry students are given the freedom to 
express feelings to their audience. It is a form of self-
expression with the creativity of words and emotion to 
convey a message to the audience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The topic of the recitation contest was “NATURE”.  The final round of the competition was conducted on 
07.08.2018. Six students from each section were selected for the final round.  Students showcased their 
creativity by coming up with wonderful poetry written by great poets. It was amazing to watch their 
creativity unfold and their enthusiasm reaching a different high as they progressed through the 
competition.  
 

The winners of the competition were adjudged based upon various parameters like clarity of voice, 
pronunciation, intonation and stage presence. It was a great learning experience for the presenters and 
the audience as well. 
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Results: 

S.No Name of The Student House Class/Sec Position 
1 Anay Rathi Sapphire I A First 
2 Aadya Singh Sapphire I A Second 
3 Riddhima Misra Topaz I A Third 
4 Vatsal Muthyala Sapphire I B First 
5 Vivaan Anand Joshi Emerald I B Second 
6 Kaneesha Agarwal Ruby I B Third 
7 Inaya Qureshi Emerald I C First 
8 Shaun Ambwani Ruby I C Second 
9 Shaurya Gupta Emerald I C Third 

10 V N Nihal Sapphire I D First 
11 Ananya Jindal Emerald I D Second 
12 Shriyansh Thanneeru Topaz I D Third 
13 Saanvi Mishra Emerald I E First 
14 Mukta Niranjan Kulkarni Sapphire I E Second 
15 Shritan Gotimukula Topaz I E Third 
16 Harshvardhan Joshi Emerald I F First 
17 Aum Sinha Ruby I F Second 
18 Vaishali Lakshmikanthan Topaz I F Third 
19 Udyam Kamra Topaz I G First 
20 Naksh Sharma Topaz I G Second 
21 Jaskaran Singh Ruby I G Third 
22 Suhana Karmakar Topaz I H First 
23 Nilima Sahoo Ruby I H Second 
24 Avyukth Koka Sapphire I H Third 
25 Tanisha Khandelwal Sapphire I I First 
26 N Saharsh Reddy Topaz I I Second 
27 Akarsh Narapureddy Topaz I I Third 
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Grade II Designing a Bookmark 

Inter House Contests are an important part of school life and are renowned for being the liveliest events 
in the school calendar. 

A good book mark can be valuable, saving one’s precious time thumbing through the page to find the 
right page. 

To unleash students’ talent and creativity Book Mark Design contest was organised for Class 2 on 7th 
August 2108. Each and every child participated with immense zeal. 

Students have come out with amazing ideas and designed beautiful book marks using colours, handmade 
paper, stickers, paints glitter etc. The students enjoyed the activity and learnt the use of book mark. 
Their efforts were worth appreciating. 

Results: 

S.No Name of the Student House Class/Sec Position 

1 Pratham Nayak Topaz II A First 

2 Shaivi Karn Ruby II A Second 

3 Himanshu Namadev Nalawade Topaz II A Third 

4 Nihal Varshith Rachakatla Sapphire II A Consolation 

5 Vibha Chokkath Theyandath Sapphire II B First 

6 Divya Sphoorthi Paluri Emerald II B Second 

7 Atiksh Jain Sapphire II B Third 

8 Neera Niraj Kalamkar Emerald II B Consolation 

9 Tejas Sahoo Ruby II C First 

10 Saara Niraj Kalamkar Topaz II C Second 

11 Laakshit Chitikireddy Sapphire II C Third 

12 Richard Gladson Ruby II C Consolation 

13 Mihika Singh Ruby II D First 

14 Shriyadita Smriti Topaz II D Second 

15 Saloni Nandigam Emerald II D Third 

16 Gottumukkala Vedha Ashritha Emerald II D Third 

17 Periyala Akshaj Rao Sapphire II E First 

18 Amod Kashyap Vemuganti Ruby II E Second 
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19 
Karthikeya Bharadwaj Sarma 
Vishnubhatla 

Sapphire II E Third 

20 Vyan Tulsiani Topaz II E Consolation 

21 Shreshta R Topaz II F First 

22 Aarini Sharma Ruby II F Second 

23 Yashashree Manji Topaz II F Third 

24 Bandla Manaswini Emerald II F Consolation 

25 Shaivi Petwal Sapphire II G First 

26 Aakriti Satpathi Topaz II G Second 

27 Adeeb Ali Khan Emerald II G Third 

28 Kaivalya Bhatnagar Ruby II G Consolation 

29 Kushagra Sharma Ruby II H First 

30 Anagh Ashutosh Pani Ruby II H Second 

31 Aditi Mishra Ruby II H Third 

32 Satvika Gali Ruby II H Consolation 

 

 

Grade III  Spell Bee 

The highest education is that which does not merely give us information but makes our life in 
harmony with all existence.       - Rabindranath Tagore 
 
Anxiety filled the hall, as the competitors took their seats on the stage and the ‘Arena of Spell’ came 
alive for the ‘Inter House Spell Bee Competition’. The students of class III have been gearing for the Spell 
Bee competition for the last one week. The finals were held on the 13th of August 2017. It was indeed 
a tense and tough competition. Eight teams with four students in each team competed and put on a 
tough fight to win this competition.  
 
There were five rounds of the Spell Bee. The first was a general spelling round. Next was the subject 
round, followed by Words-in-a-Word round and then the written unscramble round. Finally it was the 
Rapid-Fire round.  
 
The performance of Arnav Aaron Fonseca held the audience ‘spellbound’, when he answered all fifteen 
correct spellings in the Rapid-Fire round.  
All the participants in the finals were winners in the true spirit of the term. 
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Results: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S.NO NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS/ SEC HOUSE POSITION 

1 ISHAAN  KANDA III F 

EMERALD I 
2 SAMANVI THIRIVEEDHI III G 

3 NISHAD MAHESHWARI III C 

4 SADHIL SAI CHALLA III H 

5 ANANYA S KRISHNA III E 

EMERALD II 
6 SUSRUTA DAS III C 

7 DEEPANSHU DEEP III D 

8 CHAKRAVADHANULA PRANAVI III F 

9 AARAV GUPTA III B 

TOPAZ III 
10 ARNAV AARON FONSECA III G 

11 MANASA JANDHYALA III G 

12 VARUN BOYAPATI III E 
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Grade IV – Collage 

Education is not preparation for life; education is life itself.  - John Dewey  
 

An inter-house Slogan Writing Competition 
was organized for class 4 on August 13th, 
2018. The students wrote the slogan on the 
topic “Literacy”. On November 17, 1965, 
UNESCO declared September 8 as 
International Literacy Day to highlight the 
importance of Literacy to individuals, 
communities and societies. Literacy is the 
road of human progress. It is a tool for daily 
life in modern society. This endeavour was 
aimed at creating awareness among the 

students on the importance of literacy and education for the well-being of the society. Every student 
participated with a lot of enthusiasm and interest and created wonderful and innovative slogans for the 
activity. The students put in their efforts and decorated the simple paper to vie for the top honours.  
The students of Class XI, Eshna Dashottar, Srishti Gupta, Suhani Modi & Sravanthi K. were invited to 
judge the competition. 

 

Results: 

Class IV A 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Class IV B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S.NO NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS/ SEC HOUSE POSITION 

1 VIBHUSHITA SHARMA 4 A EMERALD I 

2 AISHANI  MAJUMDAR 4 A SAPPHIRE II 

3 GORANTLA SAI GANESH SANYU 4 A RUBY III 

4 SHARVANI SARASWATIBHATLA 4 A TOPAZ III 

1 LASYA  CHIGURUPATI 4 B EMERALD I 

2 NAVYA PUNIA 4 B RUBY II 

3 DAKSHITA  SANWARIA 4 B TOPAZ III 

4 RIDHIMA MEHTA 4 B TOPAZ III 

5 ISHAANTH SIVAKUMAR MALLI 4 B EMERALD CON 
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Class IV C 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Class IV D 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Class IV E 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Class IV F 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Class IV G 

1 ARAV SAXENA 4 G EMERALD I 
2 RACHIT  BHARTIA 4 G SAPPHIRE II 
3 M PUNEETH AKSHAJ 4 G TOPAZ III 
4 BURA JAI NIKHIL 4 G RUBY III 
5 YAMINI PANDIT 4 G TOPAZ CON 

1 BRATATI BASURI 4 C RUBY I 

2 SUHANI VARMA G D 4 C EMERALD II 

3 PRAJUKTA  MANIK 4 C TOPAZ III 

4 PRANAVI REDDY REDDY 4 C SAPPHIRE CON 

1 AISHANI ROYCHOUDHURY 4 D EMERALD I 

2 SARTHAK BARNWAL 4 D EMERALD II 

3 PRANAVI CHINTANA 4 D SAPPHIRE III 

4 AAROHEE SYNGAL 4 D RUBY CON 

5 MANCHIREVULA SAANVI REDDY 4 D RUBY CON 

1 NILESH KUMAR TRIPATHY 4 E EMERALD I 

2 
TATHI SAI SURYA DISHITASREE 
SARASWATHI 

4 E TOPAZ II 

3 OVEE SHRIPAD PANDE 4 E RUBY III 

4 MUNTASIR RAHAMAN 4 E EMERALD CON 

1 GADE NIEL ANMOL 4 F TOPAZ I 

2 HASINI  BANDARU 4 F RUBY II 

3 ANVAIY SHRIVASTAVA 4 F EMERALD II 

4 ABHINAV BINJAWADAGI 4 F EMERALD III 

5 SAHIL BERY 4 F EMERALD CON 
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Class IV H 

1 KAVYA RATH 4 H RUBY I 
2 NARAIN  KARTHIK 4 H EMERALD II 
3 GUNDALA  HASINI 4 H TOPAZ III 
4 SRIMANTI BANDYOPADHYAY 4 H TOPAZ III 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Grade V Spell Bee 

The students of Class V proved their prowess in English spelling and vocabulary in an Inter-house Spell- 
Bee competition. The competition was open to all students of class V. The first and second rounds were 
written rounds. The first round consisted of forty words and the top three students from every section 
moved on to the second round where twenty words had to be spelt. Four students from each house 
made it to the finals.  

The finals was held on 18th August, 2018. There were five rounds in all, namely- Letter Soup, Correct 
the Spellings, Give the Meanings, Jumble Tumble, Hot Spot and Rapid Fire. The students faced each 
round with enthusiasm and they duelled through the toughest words. This competition was a wonderful 
learning source not only for the participants but also for their peers, it also helped in enriching the 
vocabulary of the students. 

 Results:                                                                                   

S.NO CLASS/SEC POSITION NAME OF THE STUDENT HOUSE 

1. V B 

1st 

PRISHA GUPTA EMERALD 

2 V H ARJUN PRAVEEN EMERALD 

3 V A SIMRITA KWATRA EMERALD 

4. V G SUHANI GULATI EMERALD 

5. V A  
2nd 

SIDDHANTH  SUJAY.N TOPAZ 

6. V B AMOGH  KULKARNI TOPAZ 
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7. V E ADITYA  PRATAP  CHATTERJEE TOPAZ 

8. V D ADITYA VARDHAN REDDY.D TOPAZ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grade VI  Food Fantasy 

On 18th Aug, 2018, the students of class VI, donned 
their chef caps to exhibit their culinary skills in cooking 
without fire ‘Food Fantasy’ Inter House Competition.  

The competition was conducted in two rounds, in first 
round all students participated gave their recipes, out 
of which two groups from each section went for the 
final round. 

Attired in chef caps and aprons, the students made a 
pretty picture and displayed their skill, and creativity 
by making scrumptious sandwiches, fruit medley, 

salads, and burgers within 40 minutes. They worked in teams and presented their dishes in an 
innovating manner. The dishes were given creative names and their food value and list of ingredients 
were displayed, the four categories were Healthy Starters, Sandwiches, Fruit Medley and Nutri Salads. 

The judges Ms. Laxmi Samal and Ms. Suzan faced the biggest challenge of selecting the best ones. They 
evaluated the dishes based on parameters like taste, presentation, nutritional value ingredients etc. 

The event generated a lot of positive interest in children and they participated eagerly and it was a great 
success. 
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 Results: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S.NO CLASS/SEC POSITION NAME OF THE STUDENT HOUSE 

1 VI B 

1st 

C.SAI SIDDHANTH TOPAZ 

2 VI B GARVIT  SONTHALIA  

3 VI B HAASINI KOTHWAL  

4 VI B LINGALA V.S.S  PRATEEK  

5 VI B P.CHETANA RAO  

6 VI B SHIVAM MODI  

7 VI B V.RISHIKESH REDDY  

8 VI B Y.MOHANA PRIYA  

9 VI B SAHARSH  REDDY.S  

10 VI F 

 
2nd 

B.LALITHA  ADITYA TOPAZ 

11 VI F DHRUVADEEPA.O.SAI.REDDY  

12 VI F HAMSIKA  KONDA  

13 VI F M.HARSHITH  

14 VI F Md. ASIM ANSARI  

15 VI F NALIN  GOYAL  

16 VI F P. SAI RAMCHARAN REDDY  

17 VI F 
 
TALLA  PUNEET 

 

18 VI E 

 
3rd 

ARKA HANSINI  KRISH TOPAZ 

19 VI E A.SHANMUKHA RAGHAV  

20 VI E B.K.S.S.MAHITHA  

21 VI E C.SWAYAM REDDY  

22 VI E P.PALLAVI  

23 VI E ROHAN.R  

24 VI E S.AASHRITH REDDY  
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Grade VII & VIII  Debate Competition 

“For good ideas and true innovation, you need human interaction, conflict, argument, debate.” 
– Margaret Heffernan 

 

Debate is the activity that brings the art of reading, thinking and speaking together in one place. Debates 
offers students the opportunity of critical thinking, development of their academic research skills, 
improvement in their communication abilities, solution of problems in a creative way, and an increase 
in their self-confidence. To indulge the students of Grade VII and VIII in this engaging activity, an Inter 
House DEBATE Competition was held on 2nd August, 2018 in room no. 14. 

 
The competition was conducted in three rounds, first at the class level where all students participated 
and four best speakers (one from each house) from each section of Std. VII and VIII were selected for 
the second round. Nine students from each house were selected by second round of Impromptu 
speaking conducted by Ms. Pallavi Dasani. Twelve teams house-wise were made out of these finalists 
with each team having three students (for, against and mediator). One team member of each panel was 
given chance to pick up a chit paper with topic written inside. The three topics debated were: 
 

1. Is medical testing on animals justified? 

2. Renewable energy cannot replace fossil fuels. 

3. Is organic food really worth the extra cost? 

The judges for the competition were Ms. Radha and Ms. Ambika Mittal. The time slot given to speak for 
the topic or against the topic was one minute and mediator was given one minute to summarize. 
Students were judged on the criteria of content, diction, relevance to topic and body language. 

The participants debated the topics with great confidence and poise. The awards were given to best 
speaker which was shared by two students, best moderator and also to three teams for bagging first, 
second and third prizes. The contest ended on a positive note with the judges congratulating all winners 
and participants for their efforts and ingenuity. 
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RESULTS: 

S. No Position House Class/Sec Team Nb. Name of the Students 

1. I Topaz 

7 C 

12 
Kshitij Mathur 

8 D Ritika Musthyala 
8 F Burra Swetha 

2. II Topaz 

7 E 

8 
Disha Agarwal 

8 A Mikhil Om Sivakumar 
8 E Shruti Oruganti 

3. III Sapphire 

7 H 

3 
Talatam Sai Sriya 

8 C Raghava Krishna Sastry K 
8 H Alkod Balaji Karthikeya 

 

Best Speaker –  

S. No House Class/Sec Name of the Students 

1. Emerald 8 D Aarushi Dey 

2. Topaz 8 E Shruti Oruganti 
 

Best Mediator –  

S. No House Class/Sec Name of the Students 

1. Sapphire 8 D 
J. Jayansh Adithya 
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Grade IX & X Mime 

‘To communicate through silence is a link between the thoughts of man’ 

"A mime makes the invisible, visible ". Life is a cycle and mime is particularly suitable for showing fluidity, 
transformation, metamorphosis. Words can keep people apart; mime can be a bridge between them. 

Mime is a silent art that involves acting or communicating using only movements, gestures and facial 
expressions. The art of nonverbal communication incidentally dates back to the first human beings, but 
has been lost due to development of languages and social media .To enhance nonverbal communication 
skills amongst students, an inter house mime competition was conducted for students of classes IX and 
X on 08th August in room number 14. 

Conditioning workshop: 

The interested students were sent for a conditioning workshop on 30th July wherein Mr. Santosh, the 
dance teacher, gave them general guidelines for the mime act. He also briefed the students about do's 
and don'ts in the act. The students clarified all their queries regarding the topics and scripts from him, 
in the process learning a lot about the non-verbal skill of communication. 

The team size, dress code and topics were suggested by the dance department and the head mistress 
Mrs. Sandhya Pratap.  

The selected topics were: 

 1. Save water, Save life. 

 2. Our farmer, An unsung hero. 

Students participated whole heartedly in the competition also wondering in the process that the whole 
idea can be communicated so effectively without words and emoji’s. The teams were well balanced 
with approximately equal participation from class 9 and 10. 

Each house presented a mime act which consisted of 15-20 participants each. Time allotted was 5-6 
minutes. 

The acts were highly appreciated by the judges Mr. Shiva Rama Reddy and Ms. Monika Jethani. 
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The Winners of the competition were from House Sapphire: 

Sl. Name of the Student Class/Section 
1 Tanishq Srivastav 10-F 
2 Pratyusha Kasthuri 10-F 
3 Abhinaya Baggu 10-E 
4 Durga Prasad 10-D 
5 Shambavi Mishra 10-A 
6 Suhani Agarwal 10-A 
7 Kundan Reddy C 10-D 
8 Sree Mayukha N 10-G 
9 Mohid Ahmed 10-F 

10 K Akshadha Reddy 9-C 
11 Kashyap Varma C 9-A 
12 Vedant G 9-F 
13 Shamiltra M 9-G 
14 Taanvi Garg 9-H 
15 Dyutir Sai Sanka 9-H 
16 Sidhant Singh 9-D 
17 Manviltra Sai Arisa 9-C 
18 Aditi RK 9-C 

 

Grade XI & XII  Terribly Tiny Tales 

Grade 11 & 12 organized Terribly Tiny Tales, an inter-house competition on 8th August, 2018, which 
focused on bringing forth the talents of the young creative artists from within the student of class 11 
and 12. It was a grand success wherein all students worked with renewed zeal and vigour. The 
competition was held differently for students of both classes with the Students of class 11 competing 
by taking up the challenge of creating any piece of art-comic strip or doodle within an hour correlating 
to topics like 'My School Journey', 'Peer pressure' and ‘Save Water’. Students of class 12 submitted 
micro-tales-poems or short narrated incidents on the same topics. The submissions were impressive 
and very well thought of, with creativity pouring from all corners. The competition was tough, with 
mind-blowing graphics to beautiful stories and doodle-art by the participants.  
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Results: 

I Prize Group-8  

Sl. No Name of the Student Class/ Sec House Position 
1 Srujan Dash XI D Topaz I 
2 Eeshna Dashottar XI D Topaz I 
3 Sonakshi Gupta XI D Topaz I 
4.  Varsha Lohia XI C Topaz I 
5. Hema Simha Dharmana XI C Topaz I 
6.  Puneeth Reddy P XI C Topaz I 
7.  Rohith Surapalli XI C Topaz I 
8. K.Ajay Kumar XI C Topaz I 
9.  Saket Ramareddy S XI C Topaz I 

10. Sreejan Thakur XI B Topaz I 
 

      II Prize Group-10  

Sl. No Name of the Student Class/ Sec House Position 
1 Chirag Nagar XI D Ruby II 
2 Vishal Gupta XI D Ruby II 
3 V.Kartheek XI D Ruby II 
4.  Aryaman Ahluwalia XI D Ruby II 
5. Mehuli Das XI D Ruby II 
6.  Rabia Sabreen XI D Ruby II 
7.  Anshree Mundhada XI C Ruby II 
8. Abhinav Anduru XI A Ruby II 
9.  Rishi Reddy XI A Ruby II 

 

  III Prize  Group-1  

Sl. No Name of the Student Class/ Sec House Position  

1 Yash Surana XI C Sapphire III 

2 Kirthesh Agarwal XI C Sapphire III 

3 Rudransh Bazaz XI C Sapphire III 
4.  Samyuk K.Jain XI C Sapphire III 
5. Ruben B.Cherian XI C Sapphire III 

6.  Sahil Rastogi XI C Sapphire III 
7.  Sanjana Gulati XI A Sapphire III 

8. T.Ram Narain XI A Sapphire III 
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III Prize  Group-2 

Sl. No Name of the Student Class/ Sec House Position 

1 Trisha Agarwal XI-D Sapphire III 

2 Shreya Tanmayi XI-D Sapphire III 

3 Sure Sai Pranavi XI-D Sapphire III 

4.  Vatsalya Dondapati XI-D Sapphire III 

5. Vishesh Signodia XI-D Sapphire III 

6.  Chirag Agarwal XI-D Sapphire III 

7.  Sucharitha Namineni XI-D Sapphire III 

8. Mahathi Reddy XI-D Sapphire III 

 

CONSOLATION Prize  Group-4  

Sl. No Name of the Student Class/ Sec House Position  

1 Tanish Goel XI-A Emerald CONSOLATION 

2 Aanandi Basu XI-A Emerald CONSOLATION 

3 S.S.L.Sahiti satti XI-A Emerald CONSOLATION 

4.  Simran Anand XI-A Emerald CONSOLATION 

5. Aman Dwivedi XI-A Emerald CONSOLATION 

6.  Keerthana Basa XI-B Emerald CONSOLATION 

7.  Tholakari Medida XI-C Emerald CONSOLATION 

8. Shriya   XI-D Emerald CONSOLATION 

 

 

Results : Grade XII 

Class -XII-A 

Sl. No Name of the Student Class/ Sec House Position  

1 Aditya Y.Jeppu      XII-A Emerald I 

2 Vatsal Garg XII-A Topaz II 

3 Aaryan Agarwal    XII-A Sapphire III 

4.  Rishita Sindhawani XII-A Topaz Consolation 
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Class -XII-B 

Sl. No Name of the Student Class/ Sec House Position  

1 Peddireddy Pranaya Reddy XII-B Emerald Consolation 

 

Class -XII-C 

Sl. No Name of the Student Class/ Sec House Position  

1 Aanya Nangalia   XII-C Ruby I 

2 Khushi Ganeriwal    XII-C Emerald II 

3 Raunak Bansal XII-C Ruby III 

4.  Sriamsh Reddy C. XII-C Topaz Consolation 

 

Class -XII-D 

Sl. No Name of the Student Class/ Sec House Position  

1 Tavashya Kumar XII-D Topaz I 

2 K.Akshara   XII-D Sapphire II 

3 Vaishnavi Vedantam XII-D Topaz III 

4.  Akhila Ajay Kumar XII-D Ruby Consolation 
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Workshop for Students 
 

Enigma – A Panel Discussion 

Robert Frost, considered the modern poet of his times, in his famous poem, The Road not Taken wrote, 
“I shall be telling this with a sigh, somewhere ages and ages hence: Two roads diverged in a wood, and I 
took the one less travelled by and that has made all the difference.” Considering the multitude of career 
options available to students today, making a career choice can often be baffling and perplexing.  

Enigma, a Panel Discussion, was held in Delhi Public School Hyderabad on Wednesday, 29thAugust 2018 
for the students of grade 11 and 12. The main purpose of Enigma was to give the students a better insight 
on how to make career-related decisions which will positively impact their future. The panellists for this 
session were from different fields—Finance, Marketing, Event Management, Start-ups, Medicine and 
Journalism. The panellists shared their valuable insights on the questions asked by the moderators of 
the session, Tanish Goel and Sanya Sharma.  

The event began with a formal address by the Principal, Ms. Geetha Vishwanathan welcoming the guests 
and stressing how vital it is for the students to make the right career choice and seek appropriate 
guidance in this regard. This was followed by a discussion that included several topics ranging from 
colleges and courses to diverse career experiences shared by the panellists.  

Ms. Harini Madhira, trained in Hindustani classical vocal and Kathak, started her professional journey 
with some of the most prestigious organizations such as Saregama and also taught the students of Visual 
Communications - Event Management for one year in NIFT as a guest faculty. Dr. Dhanaashree 
completed her MBBS DNB in Opthalmology and works as an eye consultant surgeon in Pune. She is 
currently doing her super speciality training in glaucoma in L.V. Prasad Eye Institute, Hyderabad. Ms. 
Uma Iyer has a post graduate Diploma in Journalism and Mass Communication. She is a writer, 
permaculturist, urban gardener, digital journalist and currently does freelance writing for ‘The Better 
India’ in Hyderabad. 

Mr. Tanay Kediyal, an accomplished senior leader has a background in mechanical engineering, finance 
and business administration. He is currently the country head of Wells Fargo, India. Mr. Vikrant Varshney 
is a risk evangelist, mentor and investor and enjoys a highly regarded leadership reputation and is 
currently the Managing Partner of Risk Enterprises. He won the Industry Personality of the Year award 
in 2007 globally and 2017 in India and is the founding member of SucSeed, a start-up incubator. Mr. 
Sudhir Voleti, a software engineer with a Ph. D in Marketing and Applied Economics and MBA from IIM 
Calcutta, is an Associate Professor with the Marketing Faculty at the ISB. Previously, he worked in the 
industry in different capacities as a management consultant and a software analyst.  

Mr. Tanay Kediyal spoke to the students about the application processes in the United States as opposed 
to the United Kingdom. The panellists had mutual consensus over the fact that Indian universities are no 
less than universities abroad and students should also consider applying within India after their grade 
12. Ms. Uma Iyer, a journalist, shared her views on the role of media houses and the eminent colleges in 
India for a journalism course. She felt that one must keep one’s options open and try and explore various 
areas of work.  
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Dr. Dhanashree discussed that choosing medicine as a career option should be a well informed decision. 
She expressed that only a passion for the subject and profession and the willingness to spend years to 
specialise in the chosen area will make an aspirant a successful doctor. Though she didn’t want to 
discourage the students she emphatically opined that one must be prepared to spend a lot more hours 
in service than their peers from other careers.  

When students wanted to know about the academic background required for one to head a start up, 
Mr. Varshney, said that no such prerequisites are there in India. He said that the main ingredients for a 
promising start up are a commercially viable idea that can change the way of life of the target population 
and a passionately driven team that is determined to make it work. He also discussed about the 
incubation programmes available in Hyderabad that provide complete financial support and technical 
guidance for these promising start ups.     

Ms. Harini Madhira, an event manager also shed light on the event management domain in Hyderabad 
by sharing her experiences as a faculty teacher at NIFT. Mr. SudhirVoleti encouraged aspirants to gain a 
minimum work experience before deciding to branch out into their chosen area of specialisation. 
Contrary to the traditional approach (where students directly went for a Masters degree or an MBA soon 
after graduation), he felt that the current trend of gaining on-the-job experience before post graduation 
is very practical and the most preferred course of action. He went on to give in a nutshell, the significance 
of various stages of learning – a graduate degree shows the aptitude of a student in a certain field (not 
enough for pursuing a career); with a Masters degree in a discipline the student gains proficiency in the 
subject. He/ she is now well equipped to work in the concerned industry. Further, a doctorate in that 
discipline makes the aspirant an expert in the chosen field and he/ she becomes eligible to research and 
teach the subject.        

The discussion was followed by an electrifying interactive student session, which showcased active 
participation by the students.  The session was very effectively handled by the eminent panellists which 
acted as a platform of astounding learning experience for the students, giving them insights into new 
career avenues, enabling them to opt for their best suited career option and tread upon the chosen 
career path with passion and commitment. 

The event concluded on an exuberant note with students gaining immense knowledge about career 
choices available today ranging from engineering, law, medicine, event management, business 
management and entrepreneurship and their future prospects . The main takeaway from the session 
was to figure out one’s passion and ambition and make a career out of it. 
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Theme of the Month 
 

“While we try to teach our children all about life, the farm teaches us what life’s all about” 
 
It is quintessential to build connections between children and food. Teaching children the intricacies of 
food preparation and remarkable process of bringing the food from farm to fork is a great way of 
inculcating the sense of amazement and imbibing love for the nature . 
 
As a part of the innovative theme of the month, “The little farmer”, our little Dipsites  displayed a lot of 
enthusiasm for learning - they immersed themselves into several hands-on activities and songs with an 
emphasis to learn more about plants. 
 
The children learnt to make 3D strawberries & carrots, as a take away craft activity.  The story of “The 
Little Red Hen” was narrated to them to emphasize on sowing, cutting and harvesting. The event started 
with an introduction on who the farmer is and the various tools used by a farmer. The kids were also 
taught new vocabulary like watering, sowing, soil, cattle, etc. to enhance their language skills. Videos on 
healthy eating habits & the whole process of journey from seedling to plant was shown to them.  
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As a part of the theme, poems like “The farmer plants a seed”, “Channa kaise boya” were recited by the 
children followed by setting up of a Rythu Bazaar. 
 
The theme of the month culminated with kids being shown a movie on the third habit of 7 habits of 
highly effective people- “First thing first” and it was a joy observing them enjoy the theme. We were 
successful in instilling the love for farmer and food in their little minds. 
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D P S  WALL OF FAME 
 

A Rendezvous With The Quiz-Wizards of the Month 
Interviewer: What was your first reaction at being selected for the competition? 

Sharman (VI E) : I was pleasantly surprised at first, as I felt that I hadn’t performed too 
well in the screening test. But I was happy and excited to be getting the opportunity to 
represent my school in a bigger forum. 

Interviewer: Quizzing is a special skill; the syllabus is vast and the questions are arbitrary. 
How did you prepare for the competition? 

Aniruddh Muley (IX E) : The topics were divided and we had to focus on our assigned topics. 
Special focus was made on current affairs. We were also given leads to some websites along 
with practice papers by our teachers. 

Joydip (XII A) : We had a slightly different experience. When on prepares for quizzes like 
the TCS IT Wiz, there is nothing called ‘a syllabus’. The only thing one has to do is to keep 
oneself updated with the happenings around the so is to keep oneself updated with the 
happenings around the world, pertaining to technology. Lateral thinking is also a facet one 
must possess; and that cannot be developed just by learning facts. I feel both of us had these 
qualities, and that was our key to success. 
 

Interviewer: How did you balance between your regular studies and the preparation? 

Abhigyan Mohanty (IX B): Although preparing for a quiz is a continuous affair, for a 
competition one has to dedicate time exclusively for brushing up on stuffs. I also did not 
want to compromise on my studies. So I balanced both out and prepared for the quiz during 
my unproductive hours like dinner time, bed time etc. 
 

Interviewer: What was your strategy for bagging the first position? 

Pushkar (VII B): Sound preparation, team work, a clear mind and total focus paid rich 
dividends to us in the end.  
 

Interviewer: What was your initial reaction as you were called on stage? 

Vatsal Garg (XII A): As our names were called, an unnerving feeling ran through us.  But 
soon the quiz master made us feel at ease and we relaxed. One thing ran in my heart that  
his  was my last chance to win this competition for our school and I was not going to let it 
slip away. 
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Interviewer: What was the greatest challenge you faced in the entire experience? 

Tavashya (XII B): Our train was delayed and we arrived at the wee hours of the morning. 
We hardly got any sleep as we had to get ready for the competition as soon as we reached. It 
was the grit and determination of the students which enabled us to overcome the problem. 

Joydip (XII A): For us , TCS IT WIZ,  the greatest challenge was the tie-breaker. It was a best 
of three format and MDAV Public School was already one question ahead. But we held our 
nerves as the next two questions were within our reach. The only thing we had to make sure 
was not to have any errors under such a stressful situation. Finally, our cool headedness 
paid off. 

 

Interviewer: What was your reaction when the quiz master declared you as the winner? 

Siddharth Maira (VI H): I was overjoyed at the fact that we braved all odds and proved any 
doubts about ourselves wrong by finally winning the competition. We had set a precedence 
for the senior group as well and that felt marvellous. Holding  the winner’s trophy along 
with the senior team was an unmatched feeling of pride and humility. 

 

Interviewer: Many other students have been inspired by your exemplary performance. What 
suggestions would you like to give them if they wanted to prepare for any such 
competitions? 

Tavashya (XII B): Firstly, and most importantly, one must plan well. It is important that 
they are not overcome or terrorised by the vast body of material which they must prepare 
from. Also, they must allocate dedicated efforts towards consciously preparing and 
reviewing themselves on a regular basis. Secondly, it is very important that they choose the 
correct information to study from. They must have the right skill to sift through large 
amount of available information and select the reliable ones. Cool-headedness, teamwork 
and trust in your team mates are the final steps. 
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Achievement Galore 

 

 

 

TRISHA SHARMA of class IX D won Silver Medal in 5th 

TELANGANA State Inter District Junior Athletic 

Championship 2018, which was organised by 

Medchal District Athletics Association on 18th and 19th 

of August 2018. 

 
 
 

 
SHRIYANSHI VALISHETTY of class VI H won the First position in 

District level Badminton Tournament 2018 , Under Age Category -

13 and 15 years in Singles event, held on 13th and 14th August 2018 

at Kotlla Vijay Bhasker Reddy stadium. 

 

 

 

ASHRITH VALISHETTY  of class VII D won First position in District 

level Badminton Tournament 2018, Under 13 year’s category in 

Singles and Doubles event, held on 13th and 14th August 2018 at 

Kotlla Vijay Bhasker Reddy stadium. 

 
 

 
 
 
D. ISHIKA VARMA  of class X E won the most valuable player in Indian 

school Basketball League 2018, held at HPS Begumpet from 30th July 

to 14th August 2018. 
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PARTH  BHATIA   of class VII A won First Runner-Up in 32nd St. PAUL’S ANNUAL 

TELANGANA STATE RANKING TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT- 2018. Organized by 

St. Paul’s High School, Hyderabad from 27th July to 30th July 2018.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

GLENDALE LITERARY FEST 

CROSS S’WORDS’-INTER-SCHOOL DEBATE- FIRST POSITION Category 

Sl. Name of the Student Class  
 
 

Senior 

1 Tanish Goel  11A 

2 Shavika Kapoor 11B 

3 Ajay Sharadhi Uppaluri 12 D 

C 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Categories Poem Recitation Position Elocution Position 
Sub-Juniors Aarushhi Maitra – 

Class VI 
First Arusha Bhatt – 

Class VI 
Second 

Categories Extempore Position Declamation Position 

Seniors Ananya Srivastava 
 Class - X 

First Santoshi S.    Class - X Second  

Super Seniors   Eeshna Dasottor     Class - XI Third 
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Until our next issue… Keep Smiling. 


